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The Milky Way (Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016, Helmi 2008, Figure: NASA/JPL-Caltech/ESO/R. Hurt)
Mass:
Dark matter mass within ∼ 250
kpc ∼ 1012M
Visible mass ∼ 1011M
Visible mass:
Disk + bulge = 99%
Stellar halo = 1%
Stellar halo = ∼ 1% globular
clusters + 99% stars
Halo stars: old, metal-poor, large
random motions
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scatter of mass estimates
over a factor of two!
Eadie&Juric19
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Galactic mass Figure from Callingham+19, also see Wang+15,Eadie&Harris16,19
ellipses mark most recent
estimates using Gaia
DR2, Hubble Space
Telescope, or other high
quality proper motions
large scatter of mass
estimates remains
still an ongoing effort to
minimize mass
uncertainties
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Spherical Jeans equation
Jeans equation describes the motion of a collection of test









(σr , σθ, σφ) velocity dispersion in spherical coordinates (radial,
polar, azimuthal)






ν density of particles
assumes a virialized system
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Stellar density profiles ν table from Xu+2018
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Velocity anisotropy β Binney 1980; Binney & Tremaine 2008
β = 1− (σ2θ + σ2φ)/(2σ2r )
isotropic (β = 0)
radial (0 < β < 1)
tangential (−∞ < β < 0)
estimate the mass of the Milky Way
through the Jeans equation
galaxy formation
orbits have long dynamical time
scales
collisionless system
orbital shapes are relatively immune




Stellar and gaseous disk
Globular cluster
Stellar halo
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Velocity anisotropy β profile (Pre-Gaia DR2)
β profile as seen by
Simulations: slowly rising


















input = 0.5 model
input Sommer-Larsen et al. (1994, 1997) model
input Kafle et al. (2012) model
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Velocity anisotropy β profile (Pre-Gaia DR2)






















input = 0.5 model
input Sommer-Larsen et al. (1994, 1997) model
input Kafle et al. (2012) model
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Velocity anisotropy β profile (Pre-Gaia DR2)




0.5 < β < 0.7
Observations past 15 kpc:



























input = 0.5 model
input Sommer-Larsen et al. (1994, 1997) model
input Kafle et al. (2012) model
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Velocity anisotropy β profile (Pre-Gaia DR2)




0.5 < β < 0.7
Observations past 15 kpc:
variety of differing results!!!
Why has β been so difficult to
measure past 15 kpc?
poor statistics due to small
sample sizes


















input = 0.5 model
input Sommer-Larsen et al. (1994, 1997) model
input Kafle et al. (2012) model
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Galactic mass Figure: Bird+19 subm.
Mass uncertain by 20% due to




assume β = 0, M200 =
0.9± 0.3× 1012M
assume β = 0.5, M200 =






















NFW fit: c=25, R200=200 kpc
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Galactic mass Figure: Bird+15
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LAMOST (4 m, 4000
spectral fibers,
Beijing)

























LAMOST: defined by Teff and log g
Liu+14
SDSS/SEGUE: defined as in Xue+14
spectroscopic distances Xue+14
Blue horizontal branch (BHB) Xue+08
limits in color and Balmer line profile
photometric distances
LAMOST K giants: top
SEGUE K giants: middle
SDSS BHB: lower
101
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Galactic halo sample
Selection criteria:
|Z | > 5 kpc & all metallicities
2 < |Z | < 5 kpc & [Fe/H] < −1
(Vr ,Vθ,Vφ):
V < 500 km s−1




LAMOST DR5: >15,000 K giants
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Galactic halo sample
Selection criteria:
|Z | > 5 kpc & all metallicities
2 < |Z | < 5 kpc & [Fe/H] < −1
(Vr ,Vθ,Vφ):
V < 500 km s−1




LAMOST DR5: >15,000 K giants
LAMOST K giants: top
SEGUE K giants: middle
SDSS BHB: lower
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E , Lx , Ly , Lz
determine orbital
parameters:
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Substructure removal Xue+in prep.
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Velocity anisotropy β
highly radial

































K giants: streams removed
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K giants: streams removed
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Velocity anisotropy and [Fe/H] Bird+19 in prep.
β for LAMOST/SEGUE
K giants compared with
SDSS BHB’s in com-

























LAMOST K giant -1.5<[Fe/H]<-1.3 dex, 1668 stars
SDSS K giant -1.5<[Fe/H]<-1.3 dex, 655 stars
SDSS BHB -1.5<[Fe/H]<-1.3 dex, 222 stars
LAMOST K giant -3.7<[Fe/H]<-2 dex, 1279 stars
SDSS K giant -3.7<[Fe/H]<-2 dex, 854 stars
SDSS BHB -3.7<[Fe/H]<-2 dex, 1143 stars
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combination with Gaia data
results of merging satellite(s) (e.g.























LAMOST K giant -1.5<[Fe/H]<-1.3 dex, 1668 stars
SDSS K giant -1.5<[Fe/H]<-1.3 dex, 655 stars
SDSS BHB -1.5<[Fe/H]<-1.3 dex, 222 stars
LAMOST K giant -3.7<[Fe/H]<-2 dex, 1279 stars
SDSS K giant -3.7<[Fe/H]<-2 dex, 854 stars
SDSS BHB -3.7<[Fe/H]<-2 dex, 1143 stars
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Belokurov+18, main sequence, [Fe/H] 1.5
Belokurov+18, main sequence, [Fe/H] 2.5
Lancaster+19, BHB, [Fe/H] 1.6
Lancaster+19, BHB, [Fe/H] 1.9
LAMOST K giant -1.5<[Fe/H]<-1.3 dex, 1599 stars
SEGUE K giant -1.5<[Fe/H]<-1.3 dex, 655 stars
SDSS BHB -1.5<[Fe/H]<-1.3 dex, 222 stars
LAMOST K giant -3.7<[Fe/H]<-2 dex, 1253 stars
SEGUE K giant -3.7<[Fe/H]<-2 dex, 854 stars
SDSS BHB -3.7<[Fe/H]<-2 dex, 1143 stars
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flat 220 km s 1 rotation curve mass profile
K giants, = -3, -1.5 < [Fe/H] < -1.3
K giants, = -3, -3.7 < [Fe/H] < -2
Figure : Naively assuming the same density
profile leads to two different Galactic mass
profiles!
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Key Conclusions and Discoveries
LAMOST/SDSS + Gaia DR2 yield
over 24000 halo K-giant and BHB
stars
first presentation of 3D velocity
profiles for such a large and
far-reaching halo star sample!
β profile is constant up to
distances exceeding rgc = 40 kpc
K giants and BHB’s both share
similar:
radially dominated stellar orbits
β dependence on [Fe/H]
precison mass estimates needed
101 102















LAMOST K giant -1.5<[Fe/H]<-1.3 dex, 1668 stars
SDSS K giant -1.5<[Fe/H]<-1.3 dex, 655 stars
SDSS BHB -1.5<[Fe/H]<-1.3 dex, 222 stars
LAMOST K giant -3.7<[Fe/H]<-2 dex, 1279 stars
SDSS K giant -3.7<[Fe/H]<-2 dex, 854 stars
SDSS BHB -3.7<[Fe/H]<-2 dex, 1143 stars
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flat 220 km s 1 rotation curve mass profile
K giants, = -3, -1.5 < [Fe/H] < -1.3
K giants, = -3, -3.7 < [Fe/H] < -2
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Next steps
compare observations to galaxies formed in cosmological
simulations
use Jeans equation to measure Galactic mass
Thanks!!!
email: sarahbird@nao.cas.cn
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Key Conclusions and Discoveries
LAMOST/SDSS + Gaia DR2 yield
over 24000 halo K-giant and BHB
stars
first presentation of 3D velocity
profiles for such a large and
far-reaching halo star sample!
β profile is constant up to
distances exceeding rgc = 40 kpc
K giants and BHB’s both share
similar:
radially dominated stellar orbits
β dependence on [Fe/H]
precison mass estimates needed
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LAMOST K giant -1.5<[Fe/H]<-1.3 dex, 1668 stars
SDSS K giant -1.5<[Fe/H]<-1.3 dex, 655 stars
SDSS BHB -1.5<[Fe/H]<-1.3 dex, 222 stars
LAMOST K giant -3.7<[Fe/H]<-2 dex, 1279 stars
SDSS K giant -3.7<[Fe/H]<-2 dex, 854 stars
SDSS BHB -3.7<[Fe/H]<-2 dex, 1143 stars
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flat 220 km s 1 rotation curve mass profile
K giants, = -3, -1.5 < [Fe/H] < -1.3
K giants, = -3, -3.7 < [Fe/H] < -2
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